Doc & Phoebe's CAT CO.™

TICA Endorsement of Excellence Recipient
Dr. Elizabeth Bales invented the world's first and only indoor hunting/feeding system for cats that completely replaces the bowl. The Indoor Hunting Cat Feeder allows owners to fill and hide food in Doc & Phoebe Mice, which a cat must maneuver to get out. The device mimics the feel and movements of mice to allow cats to hunt, catch and play throughout the day, as nature intended.

Vet-recommended, Doc & Phoebe's Indoor Hunting Feeder has won several awards, including the International Cat Care 2017 Cat Friendly Award and has been featured on numerous media outlets, including the BBC's 'Trust Me I Am A Vet'.

To learn more about Doc & Phoebe's Cat Company products, visit https://docandphoebe.com.
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